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WYNDHAM GRAND  
HOTEL AND SPA DINING
at the Wyndham Grand Orlando Resort 
Bonnet Creek 

O rlando, Fla., home of Walt Disney World, is one of 
the most competitive hotel and resort venues on the 
globe. This past October, Wyndham Hotel Group 
opened the 13-story Wyndham Grand Hotel as 

part of the Wyndham Grand Orlando Resort Bonnet Creek, 
a 500-acre property containing six other buildings with 1,149 
timeshare units. Many of the hotel’s 400 guest rooms overlook 
the property’s 10-acre lake and Walt Disney World parks. 

“The hotel’s Spanish Mediterranean exterior compliments the 
resort’s timeshare buildings, providing a seamless visual impres-
sion of all the buildings when one looks across the lake,” says Mark 
Davidson, senior associate, senior project coordinator, for Helman 

Hurley Charvat Peacock (HHCP). “Our firm’s intent was to provide 
the owner with a versatile hotel with upscale amenities that main-
tains the aesthetic values of the entire resort.”

This property gives attention to detail unlike most new 
hotels but reminiscent to older upscale hotels. For example, 
each restaurant is designed with a theme that is carried through 
from the design to the menu. In addition, like the resorts of old, 
each public room in the hotel has a unique interior design with 
a selection of couches and chairs that don’t appear anywhere else 
in the property. The hotel’s owners and managers are trying to 
set the bar of service and offerings higher than anywhere else in 
Orlando by offering elegant, professional service designed for 

A comprehensive foodservice  
program helps set this new resort 
property apart from its competition.

By Donna Boss, Contributing Editor

facility design  
p r o j e c t  o f  t h e  m o n t h

The private dining area at deep blu 
contains a door similar to one that might 
have been found on a Spanish ship.
Photo courtesy of Galvin Design Group, Inc.; 
photographer, Emily Galvin
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everyone from families on vacation to businesspeople attend-
ing meetings. Service is interactive rather than stuffy or formal. 
Managers are hired for their specialties and teamwork.

Although it was designed six years ago, the Wyndham Grand 
Orlando finally opened October 1, 2011. Construction began in 
April 2008, but soon after, the owners delayed the project due to 
the economic downturn in the United States. In the fall of 2010, 
the project started up again as a flagship Wyndham Grand. The 
hotel’s “grand” designation required designers and a new man-
agement team to rethink the foodservice operations, including 
the kitchens, and come up with new specifications. “Originally, 
each foodservice venue had its own self-supporting kitchen,” 
says Thomas Galvin, FCSI, principal, Galvin Design Group, 
Inc. Galvin began working with the architects from the project’s 
inception in 2005. “The new plan called for a centralized receiv-
ing, requisition and self-supporting kitchen that offers better 
control of products coming in and out of the operation. 

Within 12 months, new menus were selected, and some 
kitchen areas were redesigned. “We had only two months to 
rework all the areas before the plans were rebid and sent to the 
contractor for re-permitting,” Galvin says. “In addition, the 
foodservice equipment budget was cut by several hundred  
thousand dollars to $2.5 million.” 

The hotel opened with a panoply of food and beverage venues 
serving hotel guests and timeshare owners (see Design Capsule for 
more details). The hotel can accommodate thousands of guests for 
breakfast, lunch and dinner, and the foodservice options include: 

● Barista, a 25-seat coffee café with library decor in the 
lobby, provides views of the lake and resort and offers coffee, 
paninis, pizzas, sandwiches and gelato. 

● A 25,000-square-foot 
conference center with break-
out meeting rooms and large 
prefunction spaces provides 
catering from a convention 
center banquet kitchen. The 
8,000-square-foot Ponce de 
León ballroom (named for the 
explorer who came to Florida 
looking for the fountain of 
youth) features 19-foot-high 
ceilings and an outdoor pool 
deck that can accommodate 
up to 400 guests. 

● Room service, offered 24 hours daily to hotel guests and 
timeshare units (service will be expanded in the future), is pro-
vided from the main banquet kitchen. 

● Tesoro Cove, a 150-seat, American-casual concept, fea-
tures a buffet and full-service menu for breakfast, lunch and din-
ner. Located in the lobby atrium, the restaurant offers customers 
views of the pool and lake through a 32-foot-high curtain-wall. 
The restaurant also features a kids’ buffet.

● The upscale deep blu seafood grille, a 130-seat restaurant 
with modern chic décor, features seafood, sushi and fusion fare 
including steaks and is open daily for dinner only. A private din-
ing room seats 25 guests. 

●  Bar 1521, a lobby bar named after the year Ponce de 
León is said to have come to Florida, serves cocktails and other 
beverages and food from deep blu, in a setting with a baby grand 
piano, a backlit Onyx bar front, and an outdoor terrace with ex-
pansive property views. Guests dining at deep blu pass through 
Bar 1521.

● Back Bay Pool Bar and Grill overlooks the 10-acre lake 
and offers a casual American menu and drinks from 11 a.m. to 
10 p.m. Customers sit at the bar or at tables with 120 seats.

Main Kitchen
Food deliveries arrive at the loading dock of the main kitchen, 
which supports the restaurants, coffee bar, pool bar, room service 
and banqueting areas. Staff store products in nearby dry storage 
areas and place refrigerated and frozen items in the main kitchen’s 
walk-in coolers, walk-in freezers and refrigerators and freezers. 
Each chef requisitions products for his or her operation, and staff 
deliver these products to them as needed. In order to accommo-

facility design  
p r o j e c t  o f  t h e  m o n t h

In deep blu, the sushi display is 
prominently displayed. Guests 
can eat at the counter in front of 
the sushi display and watch the 
kitchen action behind.

Photo courtesy of Galvin Design 
Group, Inc.; photographer, Emily 
Galvin
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1. Sushi cases
2. Toaster
3. Granite tops
4. Pinter
4a. POS
4b. POS/cash
5. Rice cooker
6. Chef’s table
7. Pan chiller
8. Hand sink
9. Trash can
10. Heat lamp
11. Fill faucet
12. Food warmer
13. Introduction warmer
14. Refrigerated table
15. Food shield
16. POP Display
17. Dipper well
18. Hot fudge warmer
19. Raw bar
20. Ice cream unit
21. Hose bibb
22. Food processor
23. Overshelf
23a. Shelving
23b. Keg shelving
24. Exhaust hood
25. Plancha

26. Overhead broiler
27. Pasta cooker
28. Six-burner range
28a. Four-burner range  

w/ oven
29. Euro cooking island
30. Fryer
31. Char grill w/ oven
32. Corner guards
33. Hood fire system
34. Wall cladding
35. Steamer
36. Tilting skillet
37. Floor trough
38. Convection oven
39. Soda tower
40. Ice tea maker

41. Undercounter  
refrigerator

42. Coffee maker
43. Espresso machine
44. Beverage table
45. Ice bin
46. Flaked ice
47. Ice maker
48. Water filter
49. Soda system

50. Prep sink
51. Slicer
52. Warming cabinet
53. Mixer
54. Fill faucet
55. Salad dryer
56. Produce table
57. Mobile table
58. Mop/can wash
59. Walk-in cooler
59a. Walk-in freezer
60. Coil
61. Beer system
61a. Beer tower
62. Soiled dishtable

63. Prerinse faucet
64. Dish hood
65. Dishwasher
66. Booster heater
67. Clean dishtable
68. 3-compartment 

sink
69. Liquor display
70. Back bar  

refrigerator
71. Wine system
72. Liquor bin
73. Blender
73a. Blender section
74. Chase
75. Ice chest
76. Soda gun
77. Drainboard
78. Clean-glass unit
78a. Dirty-glass unit
79. Glass washer
80. Filler section

Wyndam Grand Floorplan
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date the new requisition system that was adopted after the original 
kitchen was designed, large walk-in dairy and meat coolers and 
a walk-in freezer will be installed in 2013. These will contain a 
reinforced floor and 48-inch sliding doors so pallets of food can be 
brought in and distributed to each kitchen as needed. 

Staff at each foodservice opera-
tion requisition products from a req-
uisitions manager located between 
the main kitchen and the receiving 
area. “At the end of the month, ex-
ecutive chefs and managers can see 
who ordered which items and see 
the costs,” says Galvin. “If a unit’s 
food cost is higher than the chefs 
expected, they need to know imme-
diately and correct the problem with 
their purchasing orders or perhaps 
by adjusting price points. Control-
ling purchasing is also about getting 
the proper yield, which requires a 
good flow of product from the mo-

ment it is received until it is cooked, chilled, stored, labeled, heated 
and served.” The hotel chefs agree that the flow here is excellent and 
keeps products safe. 

Staff prepare cold items, including garde manger and salads, 
in a temperature-controlled room in which they must wear jackets 

Opened October 1, 2011, the 13-story, 400-room Wyndham Grand 
Hotel and Spa and six timeshare buildings with 1,149 units comprise the 
Spanish-style Wyndham Grand Orlando Resort Bonnet Creek. The hotel 
can accommodate thousands of guests for breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
The hotel offers a variety of foodservice options:
● �Barista, a 25-seat lobby coffee café with library decor, is open from 6 

a.m. to 10 p.m., provides views of the lake and resort and offers coffee, 
paninis, pizzas, sandwiches and gelato. Anticipated average check: $6.

●  A 25,000-square-foot conference center houses breakout meet-
ing rooms and large prefunction spaces catered by a convention 
center banquet kitchen. The 8,000-square-foot Ponce de León 
ballroom features 19-foot-high ceilings and an outdoor pool deck 
that can accommodate up to 400 guests. 

● �Room service is offered 24 hours daily to hotel guests and time-
share units (service will be expanded in the future). The kitchen is 
part of the banquet kitchen. Anticipated average checks: breakfast, 
$13; lunch, $15; and dinner, $20.

●  Tesoro Cove, a 150-seat, American-casual concept located in the 
lobby atrium, features a buffet and full-service menu from 6:30 a.m. 
to 11 a.m. for breakfast, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. for lunch and 5 p.m. to  

10 p.m. for dinner. Customers have views of the pool and lake 
through a 32-foot-high curtain-wall. Anticipated average checks: 
$17, breakfast (includes buffet); $15, lunch; and $18, dinner. The 
restaurant also features a kids’  buffet.

●  The upscale deep blu seafood grille, a 130-seat  restaurant with 
modern chic décor, features seafood, sushi and fusion fare including 
steaks and is open daily for dinner only, from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. A pri-
vate dining room seats 25 guests. Anticipated average check: $45.

● �Bar 1521, a lobby bar named after the year Ponce de León is said 
to have come to Florida looking for the fountain of youth, serves 
cocktails and other beverages and food from deep blu in a setting 
with a baby grand piano, a backlit Onyx bar front, and an outdoor 
terrace with expansive property views. Guests dining at deep blu 
pass through Bar 1521.

●   Back Bay Pool Bar and Grill overlooks the 10-acre lake and offers a 
casual American menu and drinks from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Customers sit 
at the bar or at tables with 120 seats. Anticipated average check: $14.

Food and beverage staffing includes 150 persons (in hotel, 270 
persons).

The equipment investment was $2.5 million.

DESIGN CAPSULE

facility design  
p r o j e c t  o f  t h e  m o n t h

In the main kitchen, flexibility and 
sanitation were key considerations. All 
the equipment is off the floor on casters. 
A raceway allows gas and electric con-
nectivity. Sightlines are open so everyone 
can be seen from all parts of the kitchen. 
Double shelving enhances productivity, 
efficiency and sanitation by giving every 
smallware item a specific storage space.
Photo courtesy of Galvin Design Group, Inc.; 
photographer, Emily Galvin
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and gloves. Equipment in this area includes a vegetable washer, 
food processor, slicer, mixer and prep tables. A remote compressor 
rack system and exhaust and supply fans sit on the roof.

In the hot cooking area, Galvin chose equipment before the 
menu had been specified. “I took the Noah’s Ark approach — 
two of everything. Later, when we 
had menus, we adjusted.”

On the first line for prepar-
ing bulk food for banquets and the 
employee dining table, staff use a 
60-gallon kettle to prepare soups 
and sauces; two four-burner ranges 
to sauté shrimp scampi and balsamic 
portabella mushrooms; two tilting 
skillets for soups and fajita fillings such 
as Spanish and black bean rice, and for 
browning chickens before roasting; 
and two large fryers for coconut fried 
shrimp and lobster lollipops.

“All the cooking equipment is 
on casters so it can be pulled out for 
cleaning,” Galvin says. “Chef manag-
ers can stand anywhere in the kitchen 
and see the entire operation.”

On the opposite side of this 
hot prep area are one trolley combi 
oven and two double-stacked combi 
ovens for roasting meats (including 
hams, which many other hotels pur-
chase cooked) and poultry, braising 
meats such as short ribs, and steam-
ing vegetables and rice. Adjacent 
to the combis, staff prepare prime 
steaks and free-range chicken on the 
charbroiler and griddle. Products 
cooked in the combi ovens sit on 
trolleys that staff take out of the 
oven and place in the blast chiller, 
which is adjacent to the griddle. 
“This system allows staff to meet 
HACCP standards,” Galvin says.

In the banquet plate-up area, 
cutting boards cover recessed areas 
used for ice baths or hot steam wells 
so staff have ample prep space when 
needed. On either side of the plate-up 
areas, electrical outlets allow carts to 
be plugged in, which enables staff to 
keep food at proper hot temperatures 
throughout plating.

Also featured in the kitchen are 
hard plastic cutting boards that are 
placed across sinks when staff need 
more prep space. “We put in double 

overshelves whenever we could so there’s ample space to place 
small wares and plates,” Galvin says.

For catered banquets, staff deliver food to service kitchens. 
Meeting rooms contain induction cooktops that are set into 
stone counters. 

FE&S Ad-QUICK SHIP.indd   1 11/3/2011   12:41:16 PM
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Another hot cookline for room service, which also serves as a 
backup for banqueting, contains a reach-in refrigerator, broiler, 
griddle, eight-burner range, mobile table, fryer, reach-in freezer, 
convection oven and conveyor oven. Across from this line are 
pan chillers and hot wells. The room service area sits next to the 
service elevators to support quick delivery. “Unlike many hotel 
kitchens that use a restaurant’s cookline for room service, this 
operation has a dedicated line for room service,” Galvin says. 

The dishwashing area sits separately, keeping the flow of 
dirty dishes in and clean dishes out, orderly and away from all 
other activities so staff can adhere to sanitation standards. A 

trash area is positioned to elim-
inate cross-contamination from 
dirty dishes and food prep. 

A glass washer for glasses 
in the guest rooms was put 
into the laundry area. “We 
located the glass washer where 
the room make-up cart comes 
down to drop off dirty sheets 
to be sure that they are washed 
properly,” Galvin says. 

Designers considered the 
positioning and function of 
each food and beverage venue 
for labor efficiency. “Each area 
is designed to function in peak 
and slow periods,” Galvin says. 
“For example, the equipment 
layout was carefully designed so 
we could run each food venue 
with full or reduced staff.”

Designers also considered 
energy savings. “We examined 
each piece of equipment and part 
of the selection consideration was 
the short- and long-term energy 
efficiencies,” Galvin says. “Four 

large water filters process 600 gallons of water per hour, which 
cleans up all the water going to each piece of equipment. This way 
the equipment runs more efficiently and has a longer life cycle.”

Tesoro Cove and deep blu
The main kitchen provides a few bulk items to the two large 
restaurants, Tesoro Cove and deep blu, yet staff prepare most 
of the menu items in on-site kitchens. In both restaurants, expo 
kitchens with cooking islands allow customers to see the cooking 
activity and interact with chefs. “Each cooking island was  

Inside deep blu, the hand-pounded 
copper hood provides exhaust control 
and a decorative element that ties 
in with an outside bar resembling a 
Spanish ship. The charcoal granite 
finish and brass trim, straps hanging 
from the hood and raised panel doors 
at the chef’s table are also derived 
from Spanish décor. Removable, stain-
less steel kickplates at the chef’s table 
ensure that guests don’t see garbage. 
White cutting boards are segmented 
into 36-inch pieces so they can fit into 
the dishwasher for proper cleaning. 

At deep blu’s island suite, a plancha 
(in the center of the cook counter) is a 
key feature. The design consultant put 
extra incandescent lights in the hood 
to give the space a brighter glow and 
better visibility for chefs.
Photos courtesy of Galvin Design Group, 
Inc.; photographer, Emily Galvin
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designed like an erector set, which will allow the operators to 
make equipment changes as the menu changes,” Galvin says. 

In Tesoro Cove, which serves breakfast, lunch and dinner, 
staff complete all the prep work on the side and back chef’s 
tables in full view of guests. There is no back-of-the-house 
prep area. Staff members hand prepped items to a culinary staff 
member who prepares meals. The front chef’s table is set up for 
buffet service or plate-up service. 

A pass-through pizza oven is the workhorse equipment in 
this restaurant, designed so it opens from the front and back 
of the oven so staff can work from both sides during peak and 
slow hours. Staff use the oven to bake casseroles, flatbreads and 
freshly baked bread in addition to pizza. 

The high-end seafood restaurant, deep blu, offers dinner 
service in the evenings and serves as a cooking school in the 
afternoons. The chef’s table wraps around the cooking island 
with a fresh seafood display and was designed with antibacte-
rial stainless steel. Culinary staff here prepare mise en place at 
a chef’s table that has a raised panel door (Spanish design) and 
removable stainless steel kickplates to hide plates and garbage. 
“It looks like one stainless steel counter,” Galvin says. White, 
hard plastic cutting boards are segmented into 36-inch pieces so 
they can be placed into the dishwasher. 

Staff take ingredients to the cooking island, which, unlike 
many traditional islands, is designed so 
chefs can trade out equipment at any time 
if the menu changes. The cooking island 
has a charcoal chrome finish with brass 
trim, which ties in with the hotel’s Spanish-
themed architecture and décor, to hold 1/9 
pans for spices. Each door on the chefs’ 
tables has a Euro-style door finish to also be 
compatible with the Spanish theme.

“The only place the charcoal gray chrome 
finish could be produced was at an automo-
bile parts plant,” Galvin says. “The stainless 
steel had to be dipped in large vats.” 

On one side of the island sits the grill 
where culinary staff use different grates 
for fish, steaks and other cuts of meat. The 
various-sized grates allow chefs to accom-
modate the different proteins. A conven-
tional oven beneath keeps dishes warm. To 
the right of the char grill, the fry station 
contains one large fryer that can handle 
three baskets so chefs can speed production 
by producing three orders of fried items. 
“Each fryer has its own melt cycle to ac-
commodate the chefs’ preference for either 
the best liquid shortening or less expensive 
solid shortening,” Galvin says. 

Fryers also contain a bracket that is 
mounted on the inside door with a  

removable 1/9 pan that catches drippings before they fall to the 
floor. Pans are later washed in the dishwasher. Across from the 
grill and fryer, a refrigerator and freezer provide support for the 

STONE HEARTH
COMMERCIAL COOKING EQUIPMENT

Discover why over 9,000 Wood Stone ovens, rotisseries, broilers 
and tandoors have been sold by Food Service Professionals in 75+ 

countries around the world.

woodstone-corp.com 
tf (800) 988-8103 • t (360) 650-1111 • f (360) 650-1166

A terra-cotta tile roof, rich wood, and cool stone provide a Spanish accent to 
the architecture of the Wyndham Bonnet Creek Resort and the new Wyndham 
Grand Hotel. Coconut palms contribute to the calm Florida setting.
Photo courtesy of Helman Hurley Charvat Peacock (HHCP)
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staff. Plates and a dry storage unit also sit under a work counter.
On the opposite side of the island, chefs use a six-burner 

range to heat sauces and to sauté vegetables and Cuban black 
beans. A pasta cooker sits next to the range. Adjacent to the 

pasta cooker, a 24-inch plancha cooks fish and sears meat 
quickly, sealing in juices. A dipper well sits to the right. “The 
dipper wells at each location use very hot water so the utensils 
are properly sanitized,” Galvin says.

Two overhead broilers sit above the range, pasta cooker and 
plancha. “We put extra incandescent light inside the hood so the 
entire area glows,” Galvin says.

Covering the entire island, a hand-pounded copper hood 
controls exhaust and serves as a decorative element. “The hood 
is designed like the back side of a ship, which corresponds with 
a bar designed like a Spanish ship that sits in the middle of the 
lake,” Galvin says.

After chefs prepare the food, it is sent to the staging area in 
the middle of the island. Quartz heat lamps hang from a metal 
shelf above, giving proper light to the expediting chefs. Induc-
tion units at the right and left allow chefs to sauce from both 
sides. Movable countertop ticket rails allow chefs to place these 
rails at the busiest stations to enhance efficiency. “Moveable 
rails, compared to overhead ticket rails, give staff more flexibil-
ity to use these when orders are high in a particular area. This 
is a show kitchen, so we didn’t want tickets to be hanging from 
above over the action areas.”

Behind the island, and not visible to customers, chefs use a 
steamer, a four-burner range with oven beneath, a tilting skillet 
and a convection oven to prepare sauces and meats that chefs use 
on the island cooking suite. A dishwashing area is also out of the 
guests’ sightlines and is positioned to keep noise at a minimum.

Another feature of deep blu is the sushi area. While guests 
look on, a specialized chef prepares the fish products throughout 
the meal service.

As the Wyndham Grand settles into Orlando, guests will 
have many opportunities to sample the various amenities. A lot 
of work has gone into differentiating this resort property from 
its competitors. The dining venues will continue to be a prime 
attraction and, if all goes as planned, will give guests a taste of 
service and menu fare that brings them back for more. FE&S

facility design  
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●● Owner: Wyndham Hotels and Resorts, Parsippany, NJ
●● Vice President, Food and Beverage: Fernando Salazar
●●  Food and Beverage Director at Wyndham Bonnet Creek 

Resort: Robert Fohr
●● Executive Chef: Andrew Edwards
●● Executive Sous Chef: Michael Molloy
●●  Director of Outlets (includes everything except deep 

blu): Tim Acheson
●● Department Chef for Tesoro Cove: Yudy Nunez
●● General Manager, deep blu: Robert Esplen
●● Chef, deep blu: Cory York
●●  Architect: Helman Hurley Charvat Peacock (HHCP), Mai-

tland, Fla.; Mark Davidson, senior associate senior project 
coordinator 

●● Interior Design: Baskervill, Richmond, Va.; Bryan Winngold
●●  Foodservice Consultant: Galvin Design Group, Inc., Winter 

Garden, Fla.; Thomas W. Galvin, FCSI, principal 
●●  Equipment Dealer: Johnson Lancaster, Safety Harbor, Fla.; 

Brad Lancaster, principal
●●  Construction: Welbro Building Corp., Maitland, Fla.; Jeff 

Rand, vice president of operations
●● Website: www.wyndhamgrandorlando.com

KEY PLAYERS

Left: In Tesoro Cove, colorful tiles add to the bright décor. A cooking island 
behind features a pizza oven that is accessible from the front and back.

Right: Tesoro Cove’s dining room carries the bright colored theme. Views open 
up to the lake and expansive palm groves.
Photos courtesy of Galvin Design Group, Inc.; photographer, Emily Galvin
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